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Shortcuts to Songwriting for Film TV: 114 Tips for
Writing, Recording, Pitching in Todays Hottest
Market
By Robin Frederick

Taxi Music Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 342 pages. Dimensions: 10.9in. x 8.3in. x 0.8in.Tens of
thousands of songs are needed each year for TV, movies, and commercials. The songwriting
techniques and marketing tips in this book will show you how to craft your music and lyrics to give
the Film and TV industry what it needs, make broadcast quality recordings, and pitch your songs to
todays fastest growing and largest market for music. Youll learn. . . 16 secrets to writing powerful
lyrics that will work in hundreds of scenes 10 techniques for creating energy, mood, and
atmosphere in your songs 21 strategies for making broadcast quality recordings on a budget 17
Shortcuts that help you lay the business groundwork and start pitching your songs . . . plus 50 more
Shortcuts, including an in-depth look at the Top Ten ways songs are used in Film and TV, tips on
writing for Film and TV musicals, and exclusive interviews with top music supervisors and buyers!
Truly a great resource for anyone who wants to get their music used in Film and TV. This book is a
Must Have! Stephan R. Goldman, Music Supervisor for 65 feature films This is not...
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Reviews
These kinds of publication is everything and made me hunting ahead of time and more. I have got read through and i also am confident that i am going to
gonna study yet again yet again later on. Its been printed in an extremely basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this pdf in which in fact
transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Cr istina K oepp
An extremely great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. Its been
designed in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading through this ebook in which actually transformed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Libbie Fa r r ell
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